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.--showed the transformed version, with a less perspicuous structure,
was harder to pr cess than the untransforted, in a neutral context.
4gaction time' de reased if the context mentioned the,subject and th
topic 'of the se ence. 'A mismatch between context and target

,subject/topic i creased reaction time somewhat, The results' have
implications fo the definition of sentence topic as subject rather
than initial element and for grammatical complekity, which is not
absolute. (Author/HOD)
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Syntactic Complexity

1

Abstract

This paper reports the results of a reaction-time- experiment megsuri ng the

rea'ding time for Sentences with various structures, preceded by a context

sentence. ' ',The target` sentences had two forms, related by transformations

. j -..
(Passive, adverb Preppsi ng ,. 'The're Insertion,- Rai sing to. Sub,kect., .Raising

.
oi, . , .

.

. , , I.
to'Object)_. These, rules change word ,order or,grammatical relations, . :116:

4 . .. .r,
a r ' e

N transformed Version, with a less. perspjcuou-s %structure; Is harder; to ,

4-"
. process than the untransformed, 'in a iieutra 1

.

context.
------

React ioo 't i Me

.. , .

decreases- if the context mentio*S the subject and topic of the' sentence.
.. ..,, , a . ,

. ,. . . ,,, , .
r r

_____A., m Lsrpa tch between context and..-t-arget, ,s-ubjectitopi c i-ncreases--rea-criprf
ry.

time 'somewhat. The rest]] ts have implications for the definition .-of

s.entence topic as subject rather than initial element, nd for grammatical

comp] exi ty, which is not absolute. _

`

a

4-

;

' °
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Syntactic Complxity

Measurement of Syntactic omplexit' Relative to a Linguistic Context
,

. - 2 -

'to

In the literature on s ntactic processing, the role of context and
,

, , t 1 0

discourse connections has argely been ignored with the eXeption of
. .

-anaphoric re'lati'ons betwe n'pronouns and antecedents. Determining the'
- - t

---
specific contribution of yntactic structures of sentences .in discourse

.,.. ,

wopleprovide a fuller a coupt of the function of certain transformations"
,

in the,Chomskyan tradition and of their
,.-

psYthological reality. .Much
,

, - '

earlier experimental wo k (e.g., Miller, McKean, & Slobin, cited in ,Miller,

1

1962; Miller & McKean, 1964; Olson & Filby( 1972) showed that the output..0

1 : of --- r-.inifcFriatTOrfiSTUC as PasS-Fq6 were somewhat harder to,processice-
0. ..

.

isolation than the cor sponding active sentences: Subsequent work taking

into account the-ro'le f context faiJs to define how linguistic context

and sentence structure interact. .

This paper reports the results of a-reaction:-time experiment, in which

we measured the time hlch the subjects needed to 'read and comprehend' e"
, P 1 ' .. r

,
.

series of sentences, he syntactic form of which was'systematicallY varied.
.

4

Each of these target, entences was preceded by a context sentence which

-had somesemantic rel ticon to whq,c followed. We were nterested in (a) the

effect of syntactic s ructure per se on processing time, reflected in

16-

reaction time in a ne tral context, -and (b) the effect of prior context,
. ,

time needed to pr cess a given typ of'syntactic structure. That is,

whether passive s tenCes, for example, took longerWe were interested i

to Comprehend in gen

so,-db partitular kin

by a More:complbc syn

al than the correspo ing active sentences, and If'

b

s of-dLscourse context fset the extra ,time required

attic structure?
ir

s

4 I

4..

.4
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3

We found stilon4 effect Of linguistic context jnformat-ton' on'reaction

t ime,ewilich minimized or entirely did away with thdifferences.between ,

'related sentence structures that might appear ih a neu tral context oM in

isOldtion. -These rules have'some implicatj.ons fora chat constitutes

inherently, dirficult constructions.
Somesentence types seem to'be 'marked'

,

or non-canonical-structures, not following the mOst7
general patterns

existing ina language (cf.. Bever, 1,97a). But from these features one

r f.":""

cannot automatically conclude that these structures arealw ys more.

A

I

difficULt es 'process. ,Difficulty or. syntactic
complexity' is a relative

rather absolute property affected by contexts of specific kinds. Hence,
.

it is not always possible .16 base van-dr-decisions of-theoretical description

solely on experimental results, measurements or errors or of reaction time,

"such as Bresnan's Realistic Theory of Grammar (1978).. Generalizations from

.

0

such
eXperimenta'Aa6, have to take into account

the normal use of languge

in Connected discoure.

''It,appears frr the results we ePort hat processing time even for a

syntacticallyocomplex
sentence is shorter'ir the

preceding context has

given some information of what the subsequent. sentence ii.aboue. We were

t , 4
.

.

, ,"! 1

interested/in defining more -closely how sentence
structure serves

.

lo define /..-

,
.

what the 'sentence is about, or.sentence topic.. 'If the.hearer/reader is-,,

"
.

.

able to establish alink.beween
ent,ence'topic.and prior context, then it

seems-that the cog-hitive-joad of semantic
processing is lessened to a

considerable degi-ee (compare results
pf:studis,discussed,on p. 4). This

. .

,
-

,

is the case even When the 'synOcticsteucture.of the/sentence requires

greater effomt, as An the `case of passive sentences, in parsing and

assigning A, he correct grammatical and logical -roles. Yet prior; semantic

e
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information alone does not in itself have the maximum effect on lowering

processing time.

,Previous Experimental Work

This experiment; like many others-, attempts to 'relate Chomskyan

ti theories of transformational syntax to pherfomena about; the processing of

language. However, while.early studies assumed'ZCiery-direct, causal' ,

relationship ketween transformational grammar and language processing,

subsequent research has revealed a much-more complex conhection to de the

case. Earlier studies s.tth as Mil-ler;-,McKean, and,Slobin (1962), Millen t)

and McKean (1964), Mehle4- (19-63),.a4k! ,Say.in a'nd PercHonock (1965) provided

. .
. .

evidence that transformations such 4tPaSsive, Negation or Queseion.were
A

I

LI in some sense psychologically real and therefore took longer to process pr

required extralmstorage space in memory. -Hence structures more complex An

description will be more complex to process. However, this view, the

derivational theory or complekity, fails to account for data in which

shorter sentences Witiashorter derivational histories were no easier= to

process .than longer ones (Miller F McKean, 1.964), or where transformations

showed no appreciable effect, such as particle and adverb movement

(Bever, Fodor, Garrett & Mehler, Note 1), or where transformations such

as deletion:Of agent .in passive actually facilitate processing

(Fodor & Garrett, 1967). Indeed, as Fodor and Larr=eit (1967)- reasoiell, .

whether or not a given,transformation increases perceptual difficulty -

seems to, depend in large measure upon the resultant surface form.

- Transformations which remove'clues to deeper levelg undoubtedly-increase

'-the processing lipae(e.g.,, WHIZ- Deletion which removes the relative ma-rk%r,

from relative clauses)'. 4 p
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Not "surprisingly, most of the early.work of this sort f8llowed the-
.,

,

example of' transformational grammarians in restricting investigation to

sentences in isolation'. Under these conditions, transformed sentences,

particularly those which destroy clgeOto deep structure, can be shown to -

increase the processing load. When these same transformations are used in

, 4
,

appropriate context, however, much of this difficulty decreases or
.

disappears.

Or
We-accept the coptention that "difficult constructions"such as

Passive or There-irisertion a're automatically more difficult to. process

ttlIn their unteansforMed counterparts, because the underlying logical

,

relations do not correspond directly.o surface syntax. But, while we

accept the view of Fodor and'Garrett (1967) that surface clues to under-

lying structure do play a role in processing, we believe the effect of

contextual information is considerable, in.terms of how readily sentences

are prticessed,
. .6

. .5t
This' claim is not entirely new.. Contextual clues have been found ,to

affect both reading time and compreheniion in a number of previous experi-

ments (cf. Bransford &Johnson, 1972; liavilland CClark, 1974, etc.).

HoweC'er, the present experiment explicitly tests the effect of the specific

. 41).
notion of sentence topic upon a -specific 'set of-syntactic transformations.

In most of the,prewiOus research, contexts were estabTished by such exttra-

linguistic means as pXctures or else involved a more.general notion of

discourse topic, not bythe structural propertie§ of specifit sentences.

The present ezTerimentiinvestigaies tihe effect -of 'previous mention of the

sentential subject upon reaction time, for reasons ,.°1lich`will be specified

' below.

. t

9.
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S\nce the Passive transformation was one of the first to be described

in detil in transformational literature, it is not surprising that it

should receive'an equal amount of attention in experiments,on processing,.

both ini ti,al ley and when the Derivational Theory of Complexity was under.

criticism.

Two early works investigated the interaction of "focus of attention"

and active vs: passive voice. Turner and Rommetveit (1968) conducted an

experiment with young children (nursery school through third grade) Which

indicated that the fOcus of the S's attention at the time of sentence

0

storage and,retrieval.influenced_whether the kentehce would be recalled in

the active (A- passive. Pictures were shown to the S's which depiEted

either the actor, the acted-upon or the ent ire sentence context. While

the-relation between-the extrainguistic context in this experiment and

what we are terming sentence topic is not completely clear, the three ,

contextual pictures seem to correspond with ou. three context' sentences.

The target sentenfes (e.g., The mommy wasekissing the daddy., i.e.,

9

definite NP's) were read to,the S's as thepicture was shoWn. Correct

recall was faCltitat'ed when:thePicture shown was Congruent With the"
. . .

grammatical subject. S's tended to _recall sentences with the grammatical

subject referring-to the person in the picture, i.e.*, active-when the

actor (agent) was shown, passive when ,the, paeient or object was shown,,
.. '9. - _

although more active ,'sentences were recalled overall.

Tannenbaum 'and Williams (1968) conducted a readingreactiOn.,time.

(experiment with first, year junior high school students, in which the target

consisted of'six7sentence preambles written in either'active orpassive
, V

voice, followed by a simple line drawing of the agent and object (e.g., a

I .aka,
7

a

a
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dog carrying a',,,b6ne). From the examples of the preambles in1Cded in

their report, -it would seem that all NP's were geheric (e.g.; language,

,

the car in general, etc.). In keeping,with the results of an:earlier,

study in which the syntactic form responses was affected.bythe syntactic
'i ).2)

form of qUestions (actiNie or passivevoice), the latencj, difference between
, . -

, .

active and passive voice generation increased when "focus' (i:e., the
, ,.'.'

1

.

preamble) was on the agent, but decreased when focus was on the object.,
.

,
. . ...

These results are_consistwt with the latency periods found inihe present
. .'t %'

, e. ]

.
experiment and, like the Turner and Rommetveit tl968) experiment, support

,_ the view chatt_tigce is I discourse_ functional difference between active -'

and pass i ve_ftirms ased on the characterist ids. df the precedi n9 ,contex.

.
. II .

,. 4
.

It must'be noted,
.,"

however, that these studies dealt with extratlinguistic
. ..

, e

contexts and not With a more syntactiCally-detined notion of sentence -

topic.

Active;,and passive sentences differ both in word or-der and in the

grammatical.rolesdf agent and patient. Johnson-Laird (1968) found

4
evidenc$that 4t is chiefly Word order which determined the empkasis on

the logical Abject in passive sentences. Adult Subjects were to choose

4
betweemactive andpasSive sentences to describe a precedence relationship

between two colors painted on rectangles (e.g., "There is a red area

whicl precedes a blue area"). Cleft sentences such as the one just cited

were varied for voice, as well as for the order of the logical subject

and object. Thesssive was preferred when the logical object was

"emphasized" (in terms of area painted). Real-world prominence.,such as
.

this is only indirect* related to oL)r specifically linguistic notion of

4
,

10

s
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.

.

topic, though.it seems reasonable that visual focus ofattentison should.
-,'-

' correlate with the kind of emphasis afforded-the sentential' sobjett .

.. . I,
. . .

,position. : 1

.:.

Many other
1.-

mbre recent studies have been conducted which invest
. . .

, .

.

the-N. use of the passive voice in a visual context. One children's
.

/

acquisition stud0Gowit & Powers, l9721 showed that comprehension of
-

-

,
sentences,containing two definite NP's (e.g., The seal watches the kanga,roo),

. .

v.

, , c* ,
ft . * , .

was best when the expected 'agent Gas determined by a drawing) was the 1
a

.. P 4,. . .. .

sentential subject, by a neutral condition, was worst when,. . ,
. . . '

.
.

expeetedrdles werq rev'ersed,,e.g., when a preferred .ag ant, appeared as
...

. 0-., ,
a .. -, .

surface 'abject. In another studinvolving pictorial us-of-attention,
. I A

$
4 . *i... I

I Olson and Fil,W(19;2) manipulated eXpectationStby

O

flashing pictures on,

110.

x . .

a:tachistoscope and asking (adult) Sis to generate sentences asresponses'
4 %-

, .

to questions, about the logical subject, or object.' As expected, the passive-
.

. . . .

wag employed most when tthe logical object was the focus of the question.

e .

. . - ,
. ..1, .

It is_impcortant to note that icy- this'and other studies, there Kas no
. .0

complete reversal, effect, i.e., passive sentences on the Whole took longer

go process in appropriate contexts) ,than did active *sentences, but the

e .

difference oT proCessing time is wideged or narrowed as 'a function of the

focus in the visual contact.
0

Jiliese results
/

are in keeping with the general consensus that passive
. .

4 Vf.

O
is 'marked,' that it is acquired after the active ,vice, is encountered

. 4
less often (at least part, due to an animecy hierarchy whereby --sfibjecti

are more likely to be animate than inanimate`, and more likely to be

o animate than are objects), and may be inherently more diffi.cult,a structive
v 4

to process. Because'pas'ive sentences must be two words lor4er than the



- ,

-, information",which.patches the given informat4onof asentence .'
. ,

.....e
. i .

4.

and then integr.itesJthe new infor41-aiion to tM 'antecedent, Ttle'essentiO '''
.,. .

... w
... . ' . .

idea is that a staement contains!NA given prod new 1 orma t i an , an, :that \
: ,

. 4, .,
1 . i

. . .

v in context, given information corresponds to previouslrmeptioned

..
, ,

. . .'
.

. %

correspondim active sentence,, the difference may come from not considering

0

Syntactic Complexity
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t

sentence-length bs a covariable. Indeed, at'least one study (Tannerlbaum &

Williams, 1968) 'explicitly exclddes/the fact t4t pa'ssive automgiltally
.. . .

- 1
.

includes longer-jatencieS (because of. two extra words) from consideration
. .

,

Since "the central concern was with now active and passive generation
.

.,..

latencies varied as i function of theifo9us manipuatiqns,-not_simply .the
,

4

latency difference between-the two sentence' forth a suCh",,(p. 21B). 136t,
t N

.. . , .. t,

we will see that the length: difference between'ti-anSformed or .untransformed
,-

. .

'sentences djd,rpt affect our results. 4
.

,

. .

The genecat'roieol veryal,
%

context SRdprror knowledge or comptehensiO9

. HasIbeen measured in two int flritial ktudies. Havijand and 'Clark...0974f-
. , ....

,

., ' \#t *.
.

. , hypothesize that a listener or reader searches his/her memo A.for a.

.
.

. '! f r .

F ' -:- .:.

infOrMipomin
,
the discourse*

%.

H aMand.anq Ciallc were - ab le
. .,

-

to demonStrate
, . .

..,
antecedent

.

.. .. .

-that the more Closely the given information mAtched the material,.

-. 7

th4 faster the second sentence was understood. "Direletantecedent"'pairs

.

were thus understood faster than were "indireCt antecedent pa! is', Asi-11

c-
... required inferences on the paYt.of,the reader to integrate new _sentences.

into the context. .
Similarly, a study by Bransford .73.1c1 Johnson (1972)showed how pi-lor

knowledge.may affect' comprehension and recall: By manipulating prior
,t.

knowledge vi.pictures, die experime1 nters showed that both comprehension

and recall were improved by prior presentatio6 of the title which was the,

0 ,
12

4t.
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(discourse) topit of the passages. Indded, in the absence-of discourse
4

1

organizing infOrmati'm (e.g., that one passage was about doing laundry),

at least some of the reading passages were nearly incomprehensible.

. One, important study (Gourley & Catlin,'1978) provides clea evidence

1

that children, at lease, are sensitive to-the overall regularity in the

distrihution of given and new information in the discoprse. The forms

investigated-included active/passive, cleft7agent/cleft-patient (i.e., It

wasagemt who . . . vs. It was patient who . . .) and "prepositjonal
.:4

beneficiary" (. took the present to B.) vs. Indirect Object (usually

called Dative Movement, e.g., A took B the present). The target sentences

we're presented to 5:7 year-olds.in 4ndsin contexts in which

either given-new strategies were either followed or broken. That. is', an

appropriate context for an active target s4ntence was one that mentioned

\s.

.

the.agent, and 'an inapproprhate one mentioned the patient,. A significant

/effect was found for the passive and cleft patient` sentences only,' neither

of which conforms in Surface structure ta basic perceptual patterns

(e.g., NVN.= agent-action-patient; cf. Bever, 1970). This effect was not

found for active or cleft.-agent which essentially follow perceptual

expectations, The lack of effect for context for Dative Movement was

explained by thd perceptual strategy.N..11/...N...N agent-verb-patient-
.

beneficiary. Gourley and Catlin explain that both constructions were
vs

treated as instances of the perceptually basic form (untransformed) and

that "it is reasonable to expect that constructions which' are interpretable

by such a basic perceptual strategy. will be relatively immune to the

disruptive effect:Of inappropriate context.",

La
o
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Another frequent target of ibvestiption are anaphoric devices,

specifically prOnouns. 'Fishman'(1978) studied the effect of topic state-

ments upon the S's ability to organize and retain' information, By means

of a multiple choice recognition test, she presented data in which a

paragraph ,contained several proper NP's of a subclass. Recognition was

best when sucha paragraph was preceded by a generic NP which was the topic,

of the following sentences. Organizing information is discussed in terms

of old vs. new information, and
)

thus,thi.s study falls into the category
Air .

of discourse topic-related phenomena 1-atfler than sentaltial ,topic, as irk

our study.

Nix (1978) performed a reaction-time experiment with third-graders

which presented sentence pairs linked by an anaphoric pronoun. The

arguments for the pronouns were srecifiable by syntactic means (morphological

clues such as plurality and gender) real world knowledge; or a combination

of both. Reaction timilwas significantly faster for the syntactic pair,
A

althoggh the other two conditi67gZiAt differ 'significantly from one

another, suggesting that linguistic connections are stronger in some ways,

) than "contextual" inferences.

A number of studies have been conducted which indicate that reader

expectation is a significadt factor in sentence processing. Wisher (1976)

measured the effectar"certain expected syntactic structures. Sentences

were either grouped-together accprding to the structure defNP-V-defNP-
,,

RELCL, e.g., "Thd old' man in the big house/saw/the tired baby /who was

crying," or were in a mixed group (passives, conjunctive NPs, subordinate

clauses and adverbial phrases)_. Adult S's were tested for recall of an

ar et sentences.

.14
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1

Recall was best in the block format, presumably because less effort,was

,

spent on processing structures which conformed to the most usual subject-

verb-object pattern.

Greeno and. Noreen (1974) perforined.a reaction-time experiment which

tested the effect of consistency of a sentence with expectations developed

A on the basis of prior sentences. Consistency involved categorical rankings

of subsets and supersets, for example.- Sentences which broke the expette

ranking of the set took longer to pr&cess.

Finally, inconclusive results were gathered from a study by Flood

(1978) in which subjects were presentddwith a topic sentence followed by

. .

paragraphs which were either consistent or inconsistent with the established

topic. Data indicated that pOor'readers at the 8th grade level were

adversely affected in some instances by the inconsistent passage.

The Effects of Transformations

In addition .to the active-passive pairs of sentences, four other sets

of syntactic relations were included in the experiment, which are perhaps

less familiar and have not-been as well studied. These are There Insertion,

Adverb Preposing, Raising to Object Position and Raising to Subject

Position. We will refer to all five of:them as the "X transformation,"

to refer to a statement of syntactic equivalency in English, not

necessarily to a process of derivation. The notion of transformation,is

basically a statement that a well-foftmed structure of the form A is

syntactically (though not always semantically or pragmatically)yeqi0alent

to another well-formed structure, B. All the syntactic equivalencies

studied in this experiment are what_ have been termed optional cyclic
o

4. .115

004,0.,
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rules in ChomskyanStandarcerty (cf. Akmajian t Heny, 1975; and Wach,

1974). Thereare other characterizations in other theoretical 'frameworks,

b the differehees are not important here, and we will continue to use

this terminology.

In this section, the properties of each transformational operatidn

wi.1 I be described in brief, and the differences among them noted with

respect tq syntactic structure, processing difficultil'and consequences for

interpretation in discom_ue.

4

Passive

This rule replaces the lbgical subject (agent, experiencer, etc.)

with another constituent, p post-verbal object or occasionally a

prepositional object. The old subject is Idemotgd' to the end of the

sentence, and marked with

(1)a The cops chased the. robberi.

b The robbers were chased by the cop

All the passive sentences used in this study were full passives, with

expressed agent phrases. The critical position is the pre-verbal subject

position, which may contain either a logical subject with an active verb

or an object followed by a passive verb. Hence the NP V combination is

anibiguous from the point of view of processing, and the surface structure

of the pasive form (object-verb) does not directly encode the logical

-21111% I

relations contained in the sentences meaning. Hence, the sentence

processing model using Bever's strategies (NP - V = subject-verb;,etc.)

will predict that passive sentences should be harder to process than active

ones,,and hence take longer to process'.
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The difference in di scoUrse,which has long been noted,

14

rests on a`

difference between what,is in pre=verbal position. Ziff (1966 ) points out

that active and passive pairs like (2.)a and b are 'about' different thing's, ,

and assert different Pbperties, ,eating.JOhn, and being eaten by

(2)a tiger ate Jo n.

b John-waseaten by a tiger.

If the preverbal subjeldt is regarded'as sentence topic, then co

with each other) (2)a andb have different topics by virtue of their

4

a tiger:

mparison

different syntactic forms, though they express the same semantic prop

\ .

Jn discourse, a context which is biassed towards the, active form Wight

qsition.

-mention the subjedt A tiger, while a context biassed towards-the passive

might mention'John. Since Passive causes a reversal of what is in subje

position,,, a context biasse or the active would be'biassied against the

passive.

~.There Insertion

ct

-R1

This rule apPTPes in sentences with an instance of be (existential, .

progressive.or pasive) or an existential verb. The subject, which,pust

be indefinite, except in the case of the 'enumerating' use of There

"(Rand° t Napoli, 1978), is displaced bya non-referring there.

(3)a Three ideas Were discussed by the authors.

a b There were three ideas' discussed by the author.

The, old subject--which the verb agrees with--is mo*ed to a position following

be, where it ceases to function grammatically as asJtject. From a
---

processing point of view, the presence-of a non - referring element there

before the verb which functions as subject, vis-6-vis some grammatical

rules, such as question inversion; and the presence of the 'real' subject

N
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after thethe ve6, creates some ambiguity and hence a 'Possible increase in

procesing time. The discourse propertieS of the .two versions of a

, s

sentence would-also be different. In the untransformed version, such as

(3)a, the initial element would be perceived as topic of the sentence, as

in the active form in (2)a. 10.thd transformed version, it might be

inferred initially that the preverbal NP is topic, but since there refers

to nothing', the sentence cannot be 'about' it, nor can it be regarded as
4

given information. The displaced subject, since it is neither subject

norrpreverbal, still refers but it'would be reasonable to hypothesize

that it is not a topic (et Milsark, 1977). Hence, as Many have claimed,

the discourse function of P ere Insertion eltences is to introdpce into

discourse some entity which is not a topic.

The kind of context which mentions the entity referred fo by the

subject NP of the untransfsermed version (3)a, is' ,thus incompatible with P

the transformed version (3)b. A mild contradiction ensues if the context

allows the hearer or ader to assume the existence of an item which is

'then introduced as a ew element inthe following sentences in discourse.

The contradiction perceived'as a lack of connection between the

sentences, or oddness of sequence. If the context is 'not biassed towards

the displaced subjept, we would expect neither compatibility nor

All of the There Insertion sentences in th44experiment were of the
4

existential type, and contained no passivebe's. We wanted ta make all

the potential topic NPs indefinite, for-reasons discussed in section 4,

and the ex(Stential,there requires such NPS. Passive be was excluded on

14.
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the general condition which we imposed that .only one of the transformations

being studied could occur ih a single case.

Adverb Preposing

This rule takes an ,adNierbial constituent such as carefully, on Tuesday,

or In Order to annoy Harry, froin its 'unmarked' position following the

verb and its object; and places it in initial position in the sentence.

(4)a We plan 0) leave on Tuesday.

b On Tuesday, welplan to leave.

In processing, the hearer or reader , must store an element usually marked as
r)

a non- subject (morphologicall by syntactically by an initial

401
preposition or conjunction). The sealch for the Subject of the verb must-

6'

be postponed,while the adverbial. is kept in temporary memory, qnd then

grouped pith the whole sentence, or with a subconstituent

semantically.

The preposed adverbial is \l/ery jriteresting from the point of view of

its status in discourse. In fact it is the critical' case which. distinguishes

initial position from subject position. The preposed adverbial is in first

'4,°POsitlons, but it does-not affect the subject. The subject retajns all

. . ,i.. -
or :

grammatical marking of.sublect-ness, including preverbal position, unIeSS'*

.-, . ,

:

,,

inversion occurs, a case which we will exclude from the Study, since it
..

involves,addi.tional factors such as negation.
/

As Langacker (1974) has noted, transformational rules in English which

move NPs to the left, to'theopeginning of the sentence, tend to increase

. .t
their salience. This includes not only passive subjects, but also

. . . ,

topicalized NPs; as in (5) and-adverbials in (6):

1,
.

9

I

g



as subject and verb, though, the logical subject of 'seem i the whole

. ..

complement clause (or possibly the proneun.Lw.hich is identical in

. reference to the complement). Thus the transformed version ought to take
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(5) JOHN 1'm not sure you know
.

(6) ( ?7 on)'TUESDA Y we plan to leave
11?

Here capital letters indicate the poSsibilit9 orcontrastive stress; the

intonation typically has high pitch and there is no pause between the

fronted element and the rest of the sentence.. While Langacker may well be

right about such uses, there is an important difference between (6) and

(4)b. In thesecasespf adverbial preposing, there is typically a low,

level intonation, and a pause between the adverbial and the following .

material: We will regard Langackerts preposing11133%a sub -case of NP

A.

topicalization, as in (5). Topicalization has a somewhat different status

from the optional cyclic rules studied here, siince it does not inItolve the

e
,change of grammatical relations within one or two clauses. Its operation

-
is not bounded in thisfaehion. Further, it is stflistically not typical

- o?:written language, which was the medium used in this experiment.
-

Raising to Subject Position

This rule and the following one, Raising to Object Position, affect

the subject of a claOse within another clause. The,Lower clause subject

becomes the subject of the higher clause verb, such' as seem in f7T:
.

(7)a It seems [that Carol has written a murder mystery].

b Carol seems. [to have written a murder mystery].

The surface structure of the transformed version is misleading for

processing, ince it allows the hearer or reader to pait-tarol with seems
P

longer inisolaticinto process' than the untrar4formed version. In

20

-
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,

diseour e, the transformation places the lower subject ip a,position where.
< . s

e% it might be regarded as sentence topic, and hence ,sensitive to information '.,

pr'idr context. But there.aee additional factors, whicWwill be dicussed

54-

.wi -th the results. Raising .to Subject is a governed rule, only applying if

the higher clause verb is a member of a specified class of verbs and

adjectives, such as seem, happen, likely, but hat imply,- difficult, etc.
.

These predicates'have meanings as well as syntactic properties, which may

affect perception of the sentence, the rine applies to. The context

'biassed towards the transformed version mentions the raised subject,,

logically the subject of the loOer clause. .,Thecontext biassed towards- thete

urvansformed version mentions soMething other 'than this subject. As the

untransformedversion has no real subject other than it or a clause, it

is not potsible to bias the context. towards the higher clause subiect.

Raising to Object Position .
-I ,

,
.

.
,

.
1 ,

4

. . Like the preeeding rule, this one is also governed, applying fiti2.the
In 49i

l'ilt object'clauses of verbs like declare, believe add report, but not kgret

.° - , . .

or try. It gives object marking to the subject of the lower cl'ause:
..

.',

1 .

::-

k.
A''.'' -- (8)a JOhn believes [that he is entitled to more resperespect.

------.:%:
\ . .

b ohn believes .himself to be.entitled to more respect:
. . .. ,

..,

The surface `structure of the.eran Ormed version is. misleading with respect

to underlyiiig 'logical relations. T e NP'following the verb appears mbe

48.

itS'object;.though the real object is the entire subordinate clause, and'.!

the raised NP is.the subject of .tlie lower clause in spite of its grammatical

,object-like properties. Tt1ig boUndar'y of the, ubordinate clausells unclear

in (8)b, thdugh rt'is 6nambrguoilsly marked by,.that-, in (8)a.

2.1
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e i

./...'

The discourse properties of 'these sentences igtotsreadily 4porent,
,

.
.

and they have been-controversial for other reasons4. CpcIstl 1974
t '

c -4.-

Chomsky, 1973) . The structure in which a NP has been Y-aiste' to object,
1;, . ':-

position, or acquired object marking ought to be a'ver'y di uioff-Nt'ne 'to.
. -

1,41li"..... .4
process, and hence be highly 'marked' or unusual in comparioC4 Tre.

'

.. ,.0 .14,41...

strarghtforward structures. For this reason it might servec.spe i?,
.-.0

discourse functions, more closely associated with it thariwifh less

,r4

cult or marked. structures. B5cause of thd
e
restrictions on what kiniols of

0

NPs may undergo Raising, it has been suggested that raised NPs art the

, ---,

topic of the entire sentence (bavison,1979L Only' NPs whose inheTei.-11
, .,

Psemantic or pragmatic propertOs make ''good' topicstheir referent is
' s. ,

possible or easy vo .identify- -may undei-go Raising. Hence the contexts

biassed towards Raising to Object sentencesmade mention of the lowei-

clause subject.. Contexts which did not establish a discourse,referent for

the-following sentence would be strange if the sentence we;e in'the

transformed version.
1

Predictions a N. a

We may summarize the. predictions in.the followPhg way.' The transformed

Versions of all the sentencettypes will be harder 'to proCess

.

°

untransformed versions, all other things.beingequal% Thismearis th9t the

prceding neutral context Wrifibe equally compatible with either version.

But in the contexts which' establish a discourse referent for some jteni%Un'

.
the following or target sentence, it will be the gramMaticai structure.of

the sentence which determines which constituent will be linked to previous
a.

context, reducing processing time. Since the transformed and untransformed
-

x.

et-

'
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versions differ in grammatical relations and also in word order, in most

cases, the sentence structure will define different linkable elements.

There are two possible hypptheseS abOut which sentence constituents

willbe perceived as salient as linkableto'preyious context, or as

sentence topic. Hypothesis A defines topic purely by position. Hence any

initial item will be topic, and perhaps the closer it is to the beginning

of the sentence, the more salient it will be. .,This preposed adverbs ought

to be more salient and topic-like than subjeCts if they occur together.

4

Hypothesis B defines sentence topic in te rms of subject, including both

preverbal position and grammatical marking. SuVects are often initial in

the sentenceOf nothing else precedes, but if they retain theirgrammatical

role and preverbal position, they should remain salient.

Adverb Preposing is the crucial case which distinguishes Hypothesis A
. -

from Hypothesis B, since adverbiqfs are moved to initial position''but do

not acquire subject marking. If Hypothesis A is -correct,' there should be

a'differet4e in processing time between transformed and unttfaiisformed

46 'version in biassed contexts, just as Predicted for active and passive.

,

sentences There-should be no difference under Hypothesis B. The Ra ising

to Obj ect case is also an interesting test of whether grammatical subject

.

filarkirtg is wa s required for topic-status, ''In the Otansformed version, -

the lower clause sub)ect remains in preverbal, position, but has acquird

, "object marking; If grammatical subject marking is invariably and hence

lingu_istically associated withitopic, then the Lower clause object should
-

-hot be perceived as topic in the transformed version,.and there should be

a differenCe in processingstigie in biassed contexts. If it remains topic,

thenthis:fact would suggest that the assoiiation'or grammatical marking .

P

23
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-with'iqpic is pragr;latic and esentialty not the Xesult of the operation of

rules of grammar.

Defining SellIghce Topic and Discourse Topic

.

The. notions are exceedingly diffi-cult .to define exhdustively, and

the mo st probable reason for the difficulty is that they pragm5tic and .
'

nett grammatical categories. Yet_topic, particula -rly sentence t'opicl is
, .

. closely linked to linguistic sitructu'res', both semantic and syntactic.

Differences of syntactic structure" often convey differences of sentence
1

. ..
1

. --)---4 .

topic, and features of syntdx or,morphology are often used, in many

.
languages, to mark a sentence topic to be related to the topic of.the

discourse as a whole (cf. Li, 1976). ,One of the most common regularities

is the identification of grammatical subject with sentence topic (Li' &

ThompSon, 1976). Aflother-things being equal: it is generally thd'case

that subject = sentence topic. While the subject may indicate what the

. .

sentence is 'about,' it also has consequences for. the referrIrg properties

of the NP in subject positio.n. Strawson (1964) , who was concerned with
.

the consequences of reference and failure of reference for evalyating the

ttruth aka proposition:'-noted that failure of reference of NPs in the

predicate rendered the sentence false, while failure of reference for

_subject NPs made the sentence without trUth val.ue. Thus there are several

reasons, intuitions of.difference of actives and passives for example,

as well asjptuitions.about truth value, which tend to confirm the

Mentification of subject and topic.

Yet it is also clear that subjects are_not always sentence topics,

if'discour,se conte4t is any indication. For example, the sentence in

6

.
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(9)a intro dcesvia topic which could either be the subject of the following

'sentence { )10, or not, ,as in (9)c.

(3) ometIling unpleasant happened to my brother.

b H was accosted by a stranger.

c A stranger accosted him.
4

6o we could de ne sentence topic pragmatically, and say tha; it is a normal

and expected ge eral inference to identify the grammatical sUbjd.2t with,

sentence topic, 'ust as event=s whicip dre mentioned first in a conjoined

O

structure are assumed to hae happened first (Grice, 4975) Thus,, subject

as topic is a con ersa.tional inference, based on grammatical structure
i

but not part of grammatical structure, as tense and case marking_are part
, .

of grammatical structure. KS 'an inference, the equation'of subject =

i topic can be cancelled when there are stronger indications that something

else is topic. Such indications include-more distinctive structure, as

:- in (10)a, and fuller indication's of what the NP refers to (10)b:
,6-- 1,

(10)a That guy, people are always taking advantage of (him).

b Anything can upset my uncle.

4

In (10)a, the topicalized structure, which forms aph.raSe in its own right,

that guy, is more strongly marked as topic than the subject people. In

(10)b, the object phrase my uncle has more clearly defined reference thin

.

the vague' generit anything.

So we may take as an operational definition of sentence topic that

(a) it is,whal the sentence is perceived'as beirib about (cf. Reinhart,

to appear),(b) it is normally and ConverAtionally inferred tfiat the

1141'

grammatical subject is sentence .topic; (c) this inference May be cancelled

ertherhyther rfrigpr e=

25

41)
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/
..'.

.. ,. g -'marked' syntactic structure defining some other constituent as topic.
.

. .

. ,

Finally, it appears that no sentence has more.than one sentence topic. f
., 4

,

grammatLcal features define two topics, then the 'sentence is ill-formed: b

. . , '

(11) ThpFluy, the cops believe red to have.bEaten.(him) up.
. . .

, 0 , .... . , .

,..,> ., ." ' '
. 0

,

7P1,-
This stipulation. of unique topic would.follow f ogl le communicative

A \ *

, . A.
function of topics, to identify to the he r wkat\the/sentenceAabout.

',*1 If more than one referent has the salient properties.in discourse.of a'

topic, then it is harder to-distinguish salient fFom non salient items.

0

AO
,

- .. "

he-Task
/.-- t

.

,

The subjects were 59 unde gra uates at the University of Illinois,

l`"
. , .

who volunteered-to participat6-in the experiment_ Raft of-a requirement,
a ... z._/.. .

for the i- cit Eduati nal Psychology. they pertmedr--
. °

Va.

the task one by lane, became the computerD-rogram did-not allow simultaneous
7%

presentations.' The items 4ereipresented in r og ited order on the screen

of a PLATO 4.5 terminal and response time re recorded for the.target
4

sentences,, Each subject was nstructed to read the paired "items in eactie:-

sequence as though they re excerpts from prdinary texts, such as news-'.

paper r magazige feature articles or news,itemS After a subject had

read and.comprehended (as --the Study by'Haviland & Clark; 1974) the

first sentence ie a pair, he or she was to eress the space'ba'r,' This .

4 r-'" .

atctelq would erase the context sentence and Cause the'target sentenceqo, I
'.° :

°O appear on
,
the terminal screen. Timewas meqsurea;in milliseconds from .-

4.;,...m.-00°' .,

the onset of the second sentence (which was Very rapid) to the time that
t

the s-bject.pressed the spacebar. .The next i,tem,was presented in the
-..

,
. . : ...0. .

same fashion after*--.6 short interval. The full set-of instructions is

1
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included in Appendix.B. .Note that the subjects were instructed to read

at whatever rate was normal for them for the kind of material in the task.

e.g., newspapers or magagines. After all the experiment'items were °-

presented, the subject was asked to fill out a questionnaire about how

they approached the task, and what they felt about the items (interestin§.,.

?

or not, natural soundirig,or non-natural). Data from one subject was

discarded, out of the original 60 subjects, because this subject reported

a

that she read the items as though studying for a test.

The Experimental Items.

The pairs of context sentence and, target sentence were c#structed

according to several criteria by the two experimenters with the assistance

of another-g. Peduate 4Uoadent-research assistant, Jean Hannah.. All three

had to,,agree in their responses to the contexts in combination with,the

.
target sentences. -That is, the neutral context-had to be equally compatible

wrth,both the_ transformed and 'untransformed target Versions. In context 2,

biassed towards the untransformed version, that version had to be preferred

over the transformed version as a continuation of the discourse. Similarly,

the sequence with the transformed version hato be preferred when the

context was biapeci towards. that version (context 3). Ideally,, the reverse

was the case when context and target version were not matched. That is,

when the. transformed version
40
yiowed the context biassed for the untrans-

formed version (context 2)., and when the untransformed versiontfoll6wed

context 3,.thaf-e-tepded to be an impresion of 'disconnectedriess,'

illogic, or toRichift. Theexperimental items were thus normed by

3/4-.. .

three experimenters and several others for preferred sequence and for

intuitions Of nonma tchi ng items*
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The neutral cotextS_made reference to the target sentence as a whole.

The biassed contexts made reference to A noun phrase in the target

sentence. Since these target sentence noun phrases were 'indefinite

(geheral plurals, single NPs with indefinite determiners a, some, etc.),

f,

there could, not be a direct antecedent in the context. Instead, the
I I ,

' antecedent was either a =eqass which included the NP which followed (e.g.,

animal's . cats), or another term for the_same thing (UFOs . . . flying.

saucers). It was intended that this NP serve as topic of the target

,

sentence, defined on the basis of, the sentence structure, without. confounding

factors of definiteness or Jackof choice. For this reason,. the crucial:

NP was indefinite, and there.were tdo'or three NPs in each target Sentence:

for a 'given target sentence, there were six combinations of context

and target version (see sample in Appendix A). To guarantee that each

subject would not see the same target sentence twice,,there were six sets

of the six combinations,. in a Latin square design. Thus each subject saw

Ak .

an exemplar in each of the six possible combinations (e.g., Context 1

with untrensformed target version), but not two from the same paradigmatic,.

set. There were three complete arrays of these paradigms for each of ,the

five transformation types, so that there were 540 sentence'pairs in all-.

.each
- . .

' O f these, ,subjeCt saw 90, representing three comparable pairs for

ea h of 30 combinations (6 paradigms x'5 &ansformation,types). The

sentence pairs of the.correct,type were choien and presented in.randOmized
.

order by the PLATO program used. . .

Results .

... A

The 59 subjects resprded to 90 items each, generating a total of

5310 items. A very small number of these (about 18) were discarded because

28
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they_were deviant, below 1000 msec or above 8000 msec, and probably.

represent errors of response or recording. The 90 responses represent

three responses to the same typeofxontext-sentence combination, and these
+so

V

were averaged for each subject. Mean response times for all transformation

classes, transformed version and untransformed version, in three contexts

are given in Table 1. The results were analyzed using an ANOVA with

transformation type (passive, etc.), target version (transformed and

untransformed) and context properties (neutral, biassed to untransformed,
.

biassed to transformed version), as factors. Initialby, the ANOVA included

11'5 transformation types. The analysis revealed a signi.ficant effect form,

.

transformation type, F(4,232) -= 14,-82; E.' < .001, and a signjficpt inter-
,

action of transformation type by target version, F(4-,232) = 4.63, k < .01.

The effect of context wa s significant, F(2,116) = 3.85, E. < .05, but in

this analysis the difference of target versions alone was not significant..

Other interactions were not significant.

The means for, the individual transformation types, which will be

discussed in detail in the ngxt section, revealed one transformation type

where.the results.did not conform to the overall pattern found elsewhere.

This trAsformation type, Raising to Subject, was dropped from the

sub§equent statistical , analyses (see al,so the DiscussionsSection, pp. 34-

35) . An ANOVA stmilar to the first one was done, but without the means°

for this transformation, an d the results....uere the same except that the

difference betweerrtransformetand untransformed versions was significant,

F(1,58) = 6.70, E. <,.05. Another ANOVA was performed using a5 a covariate

the average word length and the transformed and untransformed versions for
. .

each,transforgrtion type (e.g., passive sentences average 13.5 words, while

o9

A
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-active sentences are two words shorter; and_these in, turn are bath longer

than Adverb Preposing sentences, both versions having 11.6, words on average)

The effect for transformation, and for target yersion were of the

same degree of significance .a.s.before (respectively, F(3,173) = 10.99,

pd. < .001, and F(1457) = 6-704 .p_ < .051. The difference of number ofwords
.

is therefore not sufficient Io account for the characcteristic response

times for transformation typeg, or for the difference of transformed and

untransformed versions. Other effects werenot significant in the co-
,

variate analysis. The results are summarized in Table 1. dOverall the

difficulty in parsing created by the sentence structure of the transformed

version is offset, or more than offset,. by the 'facilitating effect-of the

'right' kind of context. This is true for the mans over all 5 transforma-

tion types (Figure 11 and even more so over54 transformation types,

excluding Raising to Subject (Figure 21.

4
4

The !right' kind of context was defined in terms of the topic of the

target sentence. 'As we have seen;'there are several ways that sentence

topic could be viewed: it could be regarded as the 'initial element in the

sentence, including main clause preverbal subjects in general, and also

preposed elements (Hypothesis A).. 'Alternatively, t4ic might include just

preverbal subjects, regardless of what is initial the sentence (Hypothesis

.

B). If Hypothesis A is correct, we would expect c6mpFete uniformity, hi

the results fdr each transformation type, th9x-is, some, gap between tigher
. , ,./.../

..

values for transformed versions in' Context.l.and 2,, and lower.values for
*

---

the untransformed
9 p.

version, with the gap widest in context 2 and narrowest.,
.

.
. ,

.

in context 3. An fact, what we find is some variation in the transforma-
,

tion types, sufficient to,Show that ,Hypothesis A is incorrect, and that
a

30

r
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sentence topic, which indeed does serve as the facilitating llrc between

context and-target, should be regarded as a preverbal subject. Position

alone does not define topic; the grammatical role of subject is also a

critical factor, as is the composition of the whole sentence. 'In some

,cases, subordinate clause subjects may also be topic of the whole structure.

The results for individual types, which will be discussed in detail' in the

following section, point towards Hypothesis B as the correct view.

Discussion

Figure 1 shows the overall effects of context and target sentence...'

Note that in the neutral context there is some difference between means

,

for transformed and untransformed versions of the target sekence. The
, .. . ,

difference is in the direction that was predicted, according to the parsing

difficulty hypothesis mentioned earlier. The context biassed for the

untransformed version does lower responsertime for theuntransforme'd

version, much more than'for the transformed version. Anydifference

between'the two.wersions disappears in Context 3, biassed towards the

transformed version. Response time for the transformed version is lowered

still more in Context while not 'being increased overa ll for the

untransformed version. Figure 3 gives means for contexts.

The results for four of the types fall into natural pairs. Passive

and There Insertion follow approximately the tame pattern, Figurei 4'and

a

5. Note that Context 2 and the untransformed version are highly congruent,

4
as shown by the sharp_drop in reaction time. The context leads the reader

to expect the topic of the following sentence in subject position, and

this expectation is borne out by the form of the untransformed versiron.

The transformed Passive,sentence is incongruent with Context 2, as shown

31
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by an increase in reaCtion. time. There is little Change in Cohtext 3 from

the neutral caseeven with the incongruence of Context'3 and the active
q

version. There is a significant difference between the active and passive,-

,

versions, E._< .001. The overall difference between active and passive in

the 3 contexts is consistent with the results of other similar experiments

IN
(Olson & Filby, 1972). The difference of 260 msc between response times

for the passive and active formS in Context 2-(which i5 biassed for the

active form) shows a clear interaction 6Itween sentence -form and this

context.

In the case of here insertion, the untransformed verion shows a

similar sensitivity to sentence form in Context 2, which is biassed for that

sentence form. But inforMatioh about discourse topic and topid,gf the

\--'4 -

following sentence does not much affect response times. for the transformed.

version. This in5ensit.ility to topic information would follow directly ,

from the hypothesis that there insertion sen- tences are without a topic.

If the dummy element there replaces a referring lexical NP in subject
o

position,' the inference that the graMmatical subject is topic of the

sentence will not be made, or if it is., the net result will be vacuous,

.

since there expresses nothing for the sentence tg be about. The effect .

/ of context is significant, k < .05.

Adverb Prer;osing (Figure 6) and Subject to Object Raising (Figure 7),

. illustrate opposite effects of Context 2,..and different roles of potential

, topic material. The untransformed'version in Figure 6, Adverb ?reposing,

shows the same effect: of context on grammatical sUbject,4hat is seen in

Figures 4 and 5. ,Thus, the subject is topic, and thelorm of the sentence

is highly congruent with the context. There is little change for Context 3,

9,1
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which introduces as potential topic some adverbial material, which occurs

at the end of-the sentence. Rut since the values_for the untransformed

version are not very different in Context 2 and Context 3, we can.conclude

that there is not much difference in how topic is perceived, even though

ihe contexts are different. The gramffiatical subject is topic: while the

link between Context 3 and the adverbiil at the end of the sentence has

the facilitating effectpf being a specific link to the context.

For'the adverbial to be perceived as topic, by virtue of its initial

position? we would expect incongruence of the transformed Version with

Context 2, which ,is biassed towards' the grammatical subject as topic, as

in the case of Passive. Further, we Would'expect congruence of the

transformed version with Context 3, but instead reaction time is increased

in Context 3. Moreover, the general trend is for reaction times to both

/
versions of the sentence to go in the same direction. This case is

decisive against Hypothesis A, initial, elements as topic, and for Hypothesis'
o

B, preverbal'grairimatical subjects as topic. Preposed adverbial material

is usually It to express old information, taken for= granted, and thus

similar to some definitions of topic, as given information° or information

previously mentioned: But we see that the, preposed material is apparently

not taken as topiC in contexts which bias the reader- towards the grammatical

subject as topic. ,The response times simply parallel the times for the

ransformed version. Note also that there is a slight rise fOr the

transformed version in Context 3, biassing the reader towards the adverbial

as topic. We may therefore.conclude that preposed advgrbiels are taken

perhaps as background information,. to be held in store while waiting for

the real sentencetopic to appear, in grammatical subject position. If

33
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4

anything, the initial position of thg-adverbial probably confuses a reader

expecting it to.be topic, since it"'really functions as background informa-

tion.

The results for Raising to Object sentences show the opposite effect

from Adverb Preposing (Figure 7), in contexts Z and 3. in the neutral

context, the transformed version takes,about 60 msc longer than the

aniransformed version. In Contexts 2 and 3, the reaction. times for' both .

versions are parallel, both about 2460.msec in context 2 and 1,00 msec

lower in context 3, or 2360 msec. These responses argue that the topic of

the sentence is perceived as the same constituent, whether or not the

. .

transformation has applied. This topic constituent must be the -lower

clause subject, towards which context 3 was biassed:

(12) 50 -9ject Raising, context favors Raising

There are reporls of UF0s.on the West Coast.

Some people believe that a flying saucer is heading towards L.A.'

(131 6. +Object Rai.ing, context favors Raising

There are 'reperts of UFOs on the Wesl Coast.

Some people believe a flying saucer to be heading towards L.A.'
,

In this example, the Nra flying saucer has an antecedent UFOs in context

3 whichestablishes it as an existent thing and pare of.the discourse.

Contrast this pair above with the corresponding pairs of context 2 and

-
Raising to Object sentenv:

(14) 3. .-Aijecf Raising, context disfavors Raising,

Southern California mighi soon become a dangerous. plate to live.

: - -

Some people believe that a flying'saueer is- heading towards C.A.

'

34:
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(15) 4. +Object Ra si ng , -conteit d-i Sfavors Re s i ng

. .
Southern California migifsooirh ecome .dan. ge r o u s. :place to

-

l.v e.

.
. - .. .

Same people believe- a flying saucer- to_be-heading towards L.A..

There is clearly an incongruence Between the transfbrmed version in 4 .and

the,conteXt which does not contain'an antecedent for lying saucer.

. -.

Apparently the- combintion in 4 was 'treated- the, same way, in that flYirt

saucer was perceived as topic without a discourse antecedent, and thus not

clearly compatible with the context which preceded.

The Raising to Object combinations are somewhat different from other

cases such as Passive and Adverb Preposing. If grammatical subjects are
' a .

, .. . . .

generally perceived as topics, then the topic in Raising sentences, ought to

be the subject.of the main clause, such as People in the previous examples\ -.

But there are some arguments for saying that the topic is really the lower

clause subject, which also is the grammatical object of the transformed

version. Inthis position, there are some restrictions on the kinds of

NPe' which canoccur,°and undergo Raisiprig. As Borkin 01974) has noted in

ean exhaustive study'of preferre&versions of Raising sentences, there is a

hierarchy of felicitous and infelicitous NPs which have been raised. ,The,

worst cases are NPs withvaguegor hard to determine reference, inch ing

pa'rts of idibmis such as tabs, headway, generics and superlatives, as '

(16)a .??We believe the slightest noise to be irritating to him.

b ??They supposed any doctor to'know the answer.

c ??They declared tabs to have been kept on the smugglers; '

NPs of this- type also make bad topics, since they do not indicate anythin
4.

particular. The best .cases are those which make good opics,' indicating

particular entities, especially ones koown at first hand by.the speaker.

4.`
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' It is argued in Da\iison.(.1979) that two factors Work together'to

.. define the lower clause as topic. ,First, Ale higher clause material

including verbs like believe and declare function more as mddifiers of a

Ooposifion than as 'asserted content. Second, the structure created by

Raising is so 'lurked,' or unusual and misleading about. logical relation's,

thiit it has acquired a distinct communicative function. This is the

definition of lower clause subject as topic of the whole sentence. While

subjects are often infefred to be topics, the inference is also cancellable.

In a general discuislon of thd relation of topic and grammatical structure,

,

it is proposed(Davison, Note 2) that the pragmatic inference of topic-ness

varies in whether it is obligatbry or 'cancellable depending onthe

'markedness' of the grammatical structure. The more marked the sentence

structure is, the less easily ttle inference of topic can be cancelled.'

This principle seems to beevery much operative in the Raising to Object

cases.

It is somewhat less' the case forjlaising to Subject sentences. The ..

structure created by the transformation is marked, in that the, lower
e

clause logical subject'is the surface subject of the higherverb. ,but ,

O

.

the identity between higher and lower clause subjects is also found in .

.

another.constructton, not studied in this experiment,-an ekahpfe of which

is:

(17) Miss Garbo.wants [0.to'be left alone].

So it may well be the case that the structures such as the target sentence
ta ,

. . . . ,

s,

in (18) below art less marked and less (topic defining than the Raisin'd to
- ,

Object cases.

36
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The responses toRdtsing to Subject sentences 'axe given in Figul-e 8,

'in which the two biasing contexts decrease response time forthe irans-

formed version approximately equally well. We would expect such results

for Context'3 which'leads the reader to expect in topic/grammatica subject

position the. promoted subject of the complement clause. For example, in

(18), the mention of immigrant workers in the context (Context type 3) may

be linked to Algerians in subject position in the target sentence:

(18) ( FRaising to Subject, context favors Raising)

Immigrant workers have suffered much prejudice in recent years.

Algerians seem to have an especially hard time in France.

It is not surprising in Context 2 that the subject of the target sentence

is perceived as topic. The Context 2 sentence for this set of sentences

mentions unemployment figures, and the subsequent subject/topic refers to
Aft

a group people, Algerians, who might be affected by unemployment. Hence

the context sentence lis linked to the whole proposition which follows, the

grammatical subject of which refers to possible instances..

4,

What is most hard tounderstand is the sharp increase in Tesponse 4. *

times for the untransformed versio the neutral contextt Context 1,

We expect and find a'llifference, with the transformed version requirietg

about as,mudh more time to process as passive sentences in the same context

(cf. Figure 4). But in,contexis'2 and 3;`response times for-the intrans-

formed version are exactly the reverse of Context 1. Whete closely linked

contexts even of the incongruent sort usually' increase 'response time/here.'

the preserke of semaftically and pragmatically closely linked context

interferes with comprehension.

37
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4.4

We can only speculate about the reason for this. But on examination

of the sets of sentences we used, we find that the kinds of contexts whose ,

properties are apprvriate for the other sentences may not work exactly

the same way in the Raising to Subject cases.- This we believe, is because

of the semantic content of the verbs which govern Raising to Subject, such

as seem,' appear,-turn out and happen. These verbs all have to do with

indirect knowledge, rather than direct certainty. Thus they are generally '

used-to indicate doubt, uncertainty and second hand knowledge, unlike the

verbs which govern Raising to Object, such as know, prove, ascertain,

,suppose, believe, acknowledge, etc. These verts aro used either, to assert

directly or indirectly, or to indicate the source of a belief. Raising to .

Subject verbs on the other' hand, generally cannot used to assert strongly

some proposition or to attribute a definite belief to a particular source.

Hence, in retrospect, it seems that there was something pragmatically
.

odd about the context-target sequences of sentences in which Raising to

Subject did not apply but could have. The context made a definite

assertion, e.g., hay.e suffered, as in (19), while the target sentence,

instead of further supporting the assertion or giving a specific instance,

gave the impression of diminishing the certainty of the previous assertion:

(19)a Imthigrant workers have suffered much prejudice in recent years.

b. It seems that Algerians have
II

anocroilAlly hard time in France. 4

Thus the phrase it seems that diminishes, the certaty of the fact expressed

4.1in the clause which follOws. 'These two-sentence disbourses proceed from

more'definite to less certain and,defrhite assertions.
.

The four other

sentence types did not have this relation to their context's. If these

experiments were to be done again, we woad change the sentences used for
.

. . A

4
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contexts 2 and 3, so that they made 9 reasonably natural discourse in

combination with the untransformed versions.

Because of the factthat the results for the untransformed version

for Raising to Subject, sentences are so unlike, the results for other trans-
.

formations, we wondered whether subtratting the responses for this

transformation would make a difference in the overall results. Another

analysis of variance was done, including responses for Passive, AdSierb

JUL

Preposing,,There-Insertion, and Raising to Object, but not Raising"Xo

Subject. The major difference bdlween this analysis and the ofhers was .

, . . ,

'that the difference'in means betwep,Transformed and Untransformed versions
). .

for these four transformations is statistically significant (a < .05Y.

Pe

.40P,
Conclusion

We have teen from Figures .1 and 2 that context in general has ans.

fect on response time, with the exception just noted above: The'right

kind of context,-mentidning an antecedent for the topic of the following

sentence, facililates response time for the untransformed version, aid

. .

the. same context ,has no facilitating .effect for the transformed version.

Response time for -the .transformed version becomes equalized with the

untransformed verslop, provided that the,transfiormed version is preceded

by a context which sets up the right expectation-of the initial or subject

, element of the target sentence. The moral to be drdwn from these results

seems to be that even if the transformed version requjres more processing

effort, reflected ineore:processing-time, the difference makes no
.

difference in the right kind.of context. Hente it is hard todraW con-

,clusions frbm the kind of experimental data cited .in Bresnan (1978) which
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gro

4
she uses .to support her hypotheses about a realistic theory of grammar based

,

on psychological models of processing and production. The experiments

cited ther- involved matching pictured situations to sentences-,'where
.

errors w

time w

. -

re measul-ed, and decisions about grammaticali6,,.where response

measured, gs

11.

But it seems that the situations all involved sentences without verbal
--

.

contexts. Actual spoken sentences, and writter-ones involving the same

linguistic structures with the added task of interpreting written symbols,

generally occur in connected, discourse of some kind. The corinections need

not°be very tight, as observations of actual conversations-show, but at

least'the participants have some shardd notion of what ia being discussed.

While sentence structures equiring special parsing, efforts migtit he

acquired later, and might be ',marked' in some sense (cf. Dav ison, 1979), '

.
experimental results about sentences out of context*, no

the problem of exactly how complex a.given structure is e-

or adults. If the semantic processing work is shortened, b

really address

her for childrem
ly '.

inforMati6n
. ,

-1 ,

, s- 9 -

irithe context, then the additional load of untangling log-Vcal relatioAS ,

gs ...."

.fr, .

makes no ultimate difference. Hence it would not always be be case that "

speakers wodid actually experience greater difficulty in pt cessing certain

constructions, and construct grammars on the basis of erceived difficulty

'Therefore, it would not' necessarily follow that the,grammars

a linguistic-competence have tp represent 'marked', construct

particular= way (for example -as lexically related constructio

found in each verb entry, Bresnan, 1978).

eb
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,APPENDIX A

Examples of Transformation Types and Contexts

1. . Passiye, (see I above) :(Av. 12.5 words per sentence)

A. Contexts

4 .1

1. Police reported the details of a recent kidnapping. (Neutral)

2. Strange men have been on_the prowl recently. (Favors un-
transformed version)

3. Children shOuld never be allowed to walk home alone at night.
(Favors transformed version)

L

e

B. Target sentences

1. A man abductea.'six-year-old girl in CilifoTnia.

(Untransformed version)

2. A six-year-old girl was abductedby a
(Transformed version) .

2. 'There Insertion (ay. 10 words per sentence)

A. Contexts

man in California.
.

.1." Political'instabililv'iS a common feature pf life in the
Third World.

2. -, are typically' glossed over in American textbooks.

3. South Amerida a difficult continent. to study.

S.

4
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B. Target sentences

1. Numerous revolutions have occurred in South America since

1900. 0

2. There have occurred numerous revolutions in South America

since 1900.

3. Adverb Preposfng (ay. 11.1.6 words per sentence)

A. Contexts

1. The English have different work hqbits 4from Americans.

°

2. Shoppipg in other countri-es can be frustrating for Americans.

.--

The English in general do not workin the evenings.

B. Targets

1. Most English shops are not Opp!, after 6 p.m.

2. fte6 p.m. most English shops are not open.
.

4. Subject Subject Raising (ay. 12.6 words per sentence)

A. Contexts

1. There's an interesting article in the newspaper about immigrant

workers.

2. I have just been looking at the unemployment figures for Europe.

3.. Immigrant workert,have suffered much prejudice in recent years.

oar
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B. Targets

le

1. It seems that Algerians have an espeCially hard time in4rance.

2. Algerians seem to have an especially,hard-time in France.

5. Subject-Object raising (ay. 12 words per sentence)

Sr

A. Contexts'

1. It's amazing what you can read-in local newspapers.

2._ Income-tax evasion is a very common crime.

4

3. Elected officials are not always trustworthy.

et

B. Targets

1. Judges -have ruled diat several mayors were guilty of tax-fraud.

O

2. Jud,ges have ruled several mayors to
)
be-guilty of tax-fraud,

r

V

Mi

a

z
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APPEND1

Instructions to Subjects

You will see 'parrs of sentences written out on,the screen- -these will

be' part of the same paragraph, so ibatsthey will be connected in some way.

o 4

Thd first sentence will be written out by itself. Read it and when .

you have .fini.shed.reading it and feel you have comprehended it, press the

spacebar. This will -bring on the next sentence. Do the same thing--read'

0

$.
,and comprehend the second sentence, and as soon as you have done this,

press the sAlecebar.

2. There will be a practice session to show you how the sentence pairs

work, 'and what you are supposed to Flo. You can go through all the items

4

in the practice, ore on,at am time to the experiment.

.

3. You can pause at any ti;me,between items. You can tell when this is

019,

because it is when the middle of the screen says
.

Please don't

Press the 'spacebar to continue.

se between sentences, orw he second sentence is
4

stil4 on the screen.
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in the experiment are about a lot of different things. The

information in the sentences is not necessarily true, though most'of it

is true.

5. You should rest your hand near the spacebar, so that you don't hasie

.to reach each'ti-me you press it. (But don't keep your finger right on "

the spacebar all the time.) Have you everUsed a PLATO terminal before?

If so, you can use another key if it is more comfortable for you; all

of then)

.: :6, , %

, V) kf
o N

,
4 0 C 4

w i l l work *Laei va te the° p'rogram.

6.',"-When you re d the sentence pairs, read 4 yourf.norma.1 rate. ,Don't
''d

'..
.00,0 ?

' t ;`; c.
..,
o

'

: a

,"--, ., & Q c
,s, ,

'4!Pli- .
q ,7:.

. )4,,.

try to speed up and hurry, or go stower'than nordaL. -Read'. .as ' though you
,

'-a. ,''',' ..,/ ,

' 2

in 4would read something from a feature.Irticle or news story in t newspaper.

,,. . .

,Therg are no right or wrong answers, and there
o
are

.

no.rr,icksil the task
N

.

.

youare asked to do.

7, There may be some short delays between items while'ihe machine is

,"

chopising the next sentences.

as 50

1

I
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/

When the experiment 'is over, there will be e.sentence on the screen

'telling you this. After you have finished, you will be told more aliut

what the experiment was about.

(Administer debriefing questionnaire.)

t.
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1Bresnan (1978:48-
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0) justifies the choice of active structures as

lexically basic not only because they involve a more direct association of .

. -

syntactic form with logi al structure than passive sentences but also

because passive sentences require 1pnger response times in various, latency

experiments. Thee study s e cites as decisive measures on line" processing

of sentences outside.of a context (Forster & Olbrei, 1973), contradicting

Slobin's results matching . entences to pictures contexts (1966).
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Tale le 1.

Statistical Analyses

Analysis 1 Analysis 2 ,Analysis 3

Transformationik F = 14.82 p .00 F = 21.95 p .00 .F = .10.99 p_ -.00

',Context 3.85 .05 3.37 .05 1.78 n.s.

Target version 2.02 6.70 .02 6.70 .02

:fransformation 4.63 .01 4.15 .01 1.35.

target .or

nalysis 1:

Analysis 2:

Analysis 3:

5 transformations, Analysis of variance

transformations
_ .

4-transformations
co -variate

(excluding Raising to Subject transformation), Analysis of variance

(excluding Raising to Subject), average sentence length a

4

.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Comparison of mean response times (5 transformations)

for transformed add'untransformed versions ofttarget sentences, in

three contexts.
tt

Figure 2. Comparison of mean response times (msec) (4 transforma-'

.

tions, excluding Raising to Subject).

Figure 3. Mean response, times (msec) to both versions of target

sentences, in 3 contexts.

Figure 4. Mean response times (msec) for the Passive transformation.

Figure ill. Mean response times (msec.) for There Insertion transfor-

mation.

Figure 6. Mean response times (msec) for the Adverb Preposing

transformation.

Figure_ 7. Jlean response times (msec) for the Raising to Object

transformation.
T4

Figure 8. Mean response times (msec) for the Raising to Subject

transformation.

a
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